Model 620038, on wheels, pneumatic, equipped with lifting tongs.
Product Information

Purpose
Fluid-Bag Ltd. manufactures a UNIVERSAL Stretching Device specifically for filling and discharge of FLUID-BAG MULTI and FLEXI flexible containers.

UNIVERSAL fits all sizes of Fluid-Bag making it possible to:
- stretch during discharge
- stretch during bottom filling
- stretch when filling through the top valve (*)
- attach a Fluid-Bag stirrer.

UNIVERSAL can be supplied with differing stands/fixtures according to application:
- wheels for maximum mobility. Can be used with both MULTI and FLEXI.
- quick locking attachment to the MULTI pallet.
- adaptor to attach the UNIVERSAL to a FLEXI pallet.

To attach the UNIVERSAL to the Fluid-Bag Inner Container two options are available depending upon application:
- lifting tongs
- fork attachment. This can also be equipped with a filling Hose Support for top filling. A Fluid-Bag stirrer can be attached to this unit using a simple adaptor.

Function
The basic stretching unit is supplied with a pneumatic cylinder.

The UNIVERSAL can be supplied with differing stands/fixtures according to application:
- wheels for maximum mobility. Can be used with both MULTI and FLEXI.
- quick locking attachment to the MULTI pallet.

The UNIVERSAL becomes an integral part of the MULTI allowing it to be moved as a complete unit.
- adaptor to attach the UNIVERSAL to a FLEXI pallet.

Economy
The UNIVERSAL is simple to use, makes filling and discharge fast and cost-effective.

*) For industrial filling of large volumes please refer to our product 620049 FLUID-BAG Filling Station.

Technical Data

Surface treatment............................. Electroplated
Air connection.............................. Quick coupling R 1/4 "
Operating pressure, min............... 5 bar

Weight, depending on type of model..................... 18 - 38 kg

Accessories, fork type of stretching device.............. Hose support for top filling
Fixation device for mixer

In the interest of product development we reserve the right to make changes to our products.